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Experience something special, something unique, and something 
exceptional. Magical moments at the alpine Lifestyle Hideaway Hotel 

Goldener Berg in Oberlech at the Arlberg. 
	

 

A winter filled with Golden Moments 
 

The expanse of the Arlberg, with its glistening snowy landscape, is far below me. 

My pounding heart is drowned out by the noise of the rotor blades. Soon I will be 

making the first turns through the powder on the Mehlsack. This unique 

experience “helicopter flight and powder run“ is only one of the special Golden 

Moments for guests of Hotel Goldener Berg. If you are relaxed, love moments of 

happiness, appreciate high quality design with stylish elements and in addition to 

that would like to spend your holiday in a very special place, then you are very 

welcome at our completely newly renovated hotel, directly on the slopes in 

Oberlech. Here the guests experience, not only the very best “quality time“, but 

also a well-earned escape from everyday life. It is a winter holiday away from 

the mainstream, in an absolute top location. Style-conscious ski fans find the 

luxury of having ski-in and ski-out, directly on the slopes – an alpine feeling of 

life with the well-known “Arlberg-flair“. 

 

Your perfect Golden Moments 

The latest highlights, besides the successful complete renovation, are the 

bookable “Golden Moments“. This will make your holiday in Arlberg even more 

enjoyable, special and unique: Exceptional experiences, such as the helicopter 

sightseeing flight, Champagne and oysters on the private terrace or a ski tour 

with a private guide: unforgettable joint experiences for very special moments. 

Quite simply for the perfect holiday, for honeymoons, for weddings or for 

lovebirds. Discover your perfect Golden Moments to make a great holiday, 

which you have truly EARNED and book these at the same time that you book 

your holiday! 
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Contact: 

Hotel Goldener Berg 

Oberlech 117 

A-6764 Oberlech am Arlberg     

Tel.: +43 (0)5583 22050     

happy@GoldenerBerg.at |www.goldenerberg.at 
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